Torture beyond carceral settings against individuals from marginalized communities: the important role for clinical documentation
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Introduction
Historically, torture often was understood as physical and/or psychological pain inflicted by governmental agents on an individual who is detained or imprisoned in governmental custody. As defined by the United Nations Convention Against Torture (UNCAT), however, torture is increasingly recognized as occurring in settings far beyond carceral settings. UNCAT, to which 173 states are currently party, defines torture as:

“All act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity” (Burgers & Danelius, 1990).

The Convention also prohibits ill-treatment, an umbrella term that covers other forms of abuse prohibited by international law that do not constitute torture as such, including cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment (CIDT), outrages upon personal dignity, and physical or moral coercion. Notably, ill-treatment unlike torture does not require a specific purpose behind the act.

Despite its prohibition, torture and ill-treatment against detained and imprisoned individuals continue to be widely perpetrated. According to Human Rights Watch’s 2022 annual report, torture in carceral or custodial settings is practiced in over 140 countries (Human Rights Watch, 2022). Moreover, economically and socially marginalized persons and communities are at disproportionately high risk of being subject to pretrial detention, torture, incarceration, and harassment (OMCT, 2006; Jensen & Andersen, 2017; Celermajer, 2018). And there is a growing body of evidence on the socio-economic roots
of violence, including torture (Oette, 2021; OMCT, 2006).

Over the past decades there has been increased awareness of how other governmental practices directed against those living in poverty or members of other socially and/or economically marginalized groups can also constitute torture or cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment (TCIDT) (Oette, 2021). Clinicians and researchers increasingly are documenting the severe physical and psychological pain and suffering that such practices can inflict, and demonstrating how they lead to both individual and community-level trauma and other health harms (Çelebi et al., 2022; Cooper et al., 2004; DeVylder et al., 2020). Indeed, the recent update to the Istanbul Protocol, which sets out internationally recognized standards for conducting legal and medical investigations into allegations of TCIDT and documenting physical and psychological evidence of such, now includes best practices and guidelines for documenting torture and ill-treatment occurring outside of custodial settings (Iacopino et al., 2022).

Accordingly, this perspective piece has three goals. First, it builds on scholarship that has begun to describe a broader conception of what constitutes TCIDT to further examine the intersection of structural discrimination, poverty, and state responsibility. We advocate for this more contextual approach to the understanding of what constitutes TCIDT that falls within UNCAT’s definition, and, consequently, a more expansive interpretation of states’ obligations to prohibit and prevent it under international law.

Second, we describe several case examples of more systemic forms of abuse directed at economically and socially marginalized groups that might constitute TCIDT. As Lutz Oette has argued, such abuse “has been perceived as a national problem of dysfunctional institutions and criminal justice systems,” but not as part of a set of “routine, institutionalized practices” (Oette, 2021). Viewed as a set of institutional practices, the conception of TCIDT as the egregious (but largely exceptional) abuse of state power gives way to a more contextual understanding that understands it as endemic, “part of everyday, violent relationships with authorities and others that persons living in poverty must navigate” (Oette, 2021).

Third, we offer recommendations for how clinicians and health and human rights researchers, in particular, can better elucidate the links among TCIDT, poverty, and vulnerability to hold perpetrators accountable and help states develop laws, policies, and other measures to prevent the perpetration of state-promoted or sanctioned acts of TCIDT. As Pau Perez has posited, scientific research can contribute significantly to the legal debate on when state actions in non-custodial settings constitute actions banned under UNCAT (Perez, 2018). Thus, we discuss how clinicians’ rigorous documentation of the psychological and physical symptoms and signs that individuals experience – and corroboration of these symptoms with their reported experiences of state-sponsored violence – may be one important means for qualifying them as TCIDT. An important means to achieve this is through medical-legal assessments grounded in the Istanbul Protocol, whose recent revisions reflect the more expansive approach for which we advocate and which remains the internationally recognized standard for investigating and documenting torture and ill-treatment (Iacopino et al., 2022).

A. Structural discrimination and poverty increase risk of experiencing torture and ill-treatment

Discriminatory policies and practices across generations compound inequities in income
and wealth, in health and health outcomes, in access to opportunity and advancement, and in disparate treatment within the criminal justice system (e.g., disproportionate police violence against certain groups and increased incarceration rates) (Nsorhaindo, 2021). These limited opportunities and disparities across different systems limit power and resources for individuals and populations based on race/ethnicity, sexual or gender identity, religion, immigration status, or socioeconomic status. Collectively, forms of structural discrimination are major drivers of poverty (Nsorhaindo, 2021; OMCT, 2006).

Structural discrimination further places marginalized groups in a position of vulnerability. The Special Rapporteur for Torture has defined vulnerability as a “degree of disempowerment relative to the prevailing environment and circumstances, entailing diminished independence and capacity for self-sustenance, self-protection, or self-preservation and, conversely, an increased exposure to risks of injury, abuse or other harm” (UN Human Rights Council, 2018). The risk of experiencing abuses, including those by state authorities, is relative to the position of vulnerability that an individual or group may experience. Put simply, abuses that constitute torture and ill-treatment are disproportionately experienced by the most vulnerable groups (Cakal et al., 2021). And indeed there is a growing body of jurisprudence recognizing torture linked to structural discrimination and poverty (International Court of Human Rights, 2010, 2020; European Court of Human Rights, 2011, 2015).

**B. Case examples**

Throughout the world, government policies and actions target and harm socially and economically marginalized individuals and communities in ways that could be considered as meeting criteria for TCIDT. We illustrate these in four case examples. The first is police violence that disproportionately affects marginalized communities. We briefly illustrate how this could represent TCIDT with reported instances in the Bronx in New York City, Rio de Janeiro, and Angola. A second example explores how Cambodia’s authoritative regime used violence to impose restrictions that prevented people from meeting basic needs necessary for life, and then punished those who defied those restrictions to meet those needs. A third example is that of government laws against the LGBTQ community that promote violence and threats, including in some cases of TCIDT by health care workers. The fourth example examines the case of government policies separating families who were seeking asylum at the southern border of the United States and state violence against asylum seekers in Greece.

1. **Police violence**

Low-income communities are much more likely to come into contact with law enforcement and experience disproportionate police violence (Oette, 2021; Perez, 2018). Many countries have laws that disproportionately target vulnerable communities while also lacking systems to monitor and punish law enforcement, which often uses excessive force to police these laws (Jensen & Andersen, 2017). This sets up the conditions for structural forms of discrimination and oppression that cause and enable unfair treatment of certain groups through the criminal justice system, employment, housing, education, or health.

One case example of police violence that could clearly constitute torture is the New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) use of force against protestors in the low-income, predominantly Black and Latino community of Mott Haven. (PHR Expert Statement,
The Bronx is the most racially diverse borough of New York City. It constitutes 17% of New York City’s population, yet 25% of incidents involving police force since 2019 were against its residents (PHR Expert Statement, 2020). The Mott Haven community has historically experienced high rates of poverty and homelessness. During the days of the COVID-19 pandemic before widespread vaccination, this community had disproportionately high rates of infection and death. The murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020, spurred hundreds of thousands of people to protest in the following days and weeks across the country against systemic racism and police violence, including one protest on June 4, 2020, in Mott Haven (PHR Expert Statement, 2020). That night a curfew was to take effect at 8 PM. When the time came, police forces encircled about 300 protesters who had been marching, preventing them from dispersing.

The protestors were entrapped by the police and experienced excessive force. Many were beaten with batons, thrown to the ground, mocked, and denied medical care for injuries. Many were then held in unsanitary crowded conditions, were forced to remove their masks during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, and were denied food and water during their detention. Physicians for Human Rights conducted a review of the cases of 23 protestors who had experienced or witnessed police violence during the protest and found that months after their experiences, all manifested symptoms of depression, anxiety, and PTSD (PHR Expert Statement, 2020). These police acts of violence against protestors could themselves be considered as acts of TCIDT, in light of both the physical and/or psychological harms inflicted and the intent of the police’s action to deliberately intimidate, punish and prevent future protests.

Another case example is that of police practices in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Tensions have continued to rise in recent years between the military police and the residents of Rio’s favelas, which are communities with majority Black and low-income populations. According to HRW, three quarters of the 8,000 people Rio police killed between 2005 and 2015 were Black men (Muñoz Acebes, 2016). Brazil’s military police have been accused of employing many cruel and inhuman methods to fight drug traffickers in favelas, including torture and extrajudicial killings.

For example, in 2013, bricklayer Amarildo de Souza was tortured and killed in the Rocinha favela in a police sweep of possible drug traffickers (Watts, 2013). He was classified as “missing,” sparking protests about his suspicious vanishment. Two months after his disappearance, the Jornal Nacional discovered that the police had suffocated him using a plastic bag while he received electrical shocks for up to two hours before drowning him in a bucket (MP vai investigar…, 2015). De Souza was never accused of any crimes.

There are many more well-documented examples of police torturing individuals in Rio’s favelas. For example, in 2011, police were accused of torturing a 14-year-old boy to death to obtain information about the whereabouts of his mother (Muñoz Acebes, 2016). In 2014, a former police officer admitted to torturing four 18-year-olds suspected of concealing guns by beating them and spraying them with pepper spray (Muñoz Acebes, 2016).

In May 2022, military police conducted a raid in the Vila Cruzeiro favela, killing 26 people. Eyewitness accounts described one body with what appeared to be cocaine covering his face. “Whoever killed this person smeared it all over his face and may have forced him to eat it. It’s an act of torture,”
said Rodrigo Mondego, the head of the human rights commission at Rio’s Bar Association (Shock over Brazil…, 2022). Mondego also claimed that people who surrendered to police were summarily executed, a tactic used to terrify populations (Shock over Brazil…, 2022). These cruel and inhuman actions by Rio’s police usually go unpunished. According to the Jornal Nacional, an official inquiry revealed that 98% of investigations into police misconduct in Brazil were dismissed without charges being filed, generally at the behest of Brazil’s Public Prosecutor’s Office (Relatório final…, 2016).

Examples of “normalized” day-to-day torture and ill-treatment of a vulnerable, impoverished group are also documented in HRW’s 2013 report on violence against street vendors in Angola (Human Rights Watch, 2013). HRW researchers found that street vendors in Angola, who were mostly comprised of impoverished, internally displaced girls and women, frequently experienced daily roundups by police who used physical violence (including beatings with batons, kicking, and punching) and degrading treatment while confiscating their goods and taking bribes. HRW found that police brutality against vendors was enabled by the October 2012 government policy of removing street vendors to formal markets still under construction, thus “criminalizing” the activities of street vendors. Street vendors were required to have identity cards to enter the formal market, which most were unable to acquire due to cost or other barriers. These practices as documented by HRW meet the definition of torture, as during the police’s daily round-ups of street vendors, as their physical violence and threats caused physical and mental pain and suffering and were intended to coerce and intimidate street vendors into entering a formal market to which street vendors had little to no access.

2. Preventing attainment of adequate standards of living in the context of the COVID-19 Pandemic

Marginalized groups often face significant barriers to meeting social determinants of health and well-being, and these barriers have been further compounded during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, some states exploited the pandemic to further expand control over populations, particularly marginalized groups, by restricting civil rights and failing to protect basic social rights of vulnerable communities. These restrictions disproportionately affected vulnerable communities and increased the risk of torture.

One recent case example is seen in Cambodia. Prime Minister Hun Sen exploited the COVID-19 pandemic during the national elections in 2022 to expand authoritarian control by restricting civil rights, while failing to protect marginalized groups’ economic and social rights (Human Rights Watch [HRW], 2021). His government imposed a severe COVID-19 lockdown that prohibited residents from leaving their homes, particularly affecting vulnerable communities that already faced difficulties accessing food, health and other basic necessities. No steps were taken by the government to ensure access to these necessities. Furthermore, in April 2021, a color-based zoning system was issued in areas with higher COVID counts. Residents in red zones (disproportionately low-income populations) were banned from leaving their homes; thus, they were unable to work and access food, medicine, and other necessities. According to Amnesty International, the only way to deliver food in the red zones was through an online shop launched by the government (Amnesty International, 2022). However, the products, which were linked to the business interests of senior members of the Prime Minister’s party, were too expensive for the vast
majority of residents in the red zones. When those residents voiced their concerns about the red zones online and in protests, the Prime Minister warned in a speech that those who were complaining about conditions could have food withheld from them (Amnesty International, 2022).

Those who protested were accused of being with the opposition party and were met with police violence. Police officers severely beat people on the streets in Phnom Penh with bamboo canes for leaving their homes, and the law allowed for up to 20 years in prison for violation of these harsh COVID-19 laws. According to the US Secretary of State’s Office, the government significantly increased the use of arbitrary “incitement” charges to suppress and punish peaceful protesters (Cambodia - United States Department of State, 2023).

The conduct in this case example should also be considered to meet the definition of torture. The state imposed severe, unrealistic restrictions on accessing basic necessities of life that disproportionately affected vulnerable communities. When residents failed to adhere to or protested these restrictions, the state responded with physical violence and harsh threats that likely caused significant pain and suffering both physically and mentally.

3. Involvement of health care workers and facilities in violence and threats against LGBTQ individuals

Another example where vulnerable populations can suffer from torture is through discriminatory laws that restrict access to healthcare and the involvement of healthcare workers in violent practices. In some countries in Africa, laws against the LGBTQ community promote both state and non-state violence against members of this community and place them at risk for torture and ill-treatment. A 2022 REDRESS report on violence against LGBTQ in Africa outlines various laws in states such as Ghana, DRC, Morocco, Algeria, and Malawi, that criminalize same-sex conduct as “unnatural offenses,” while simultaneously promoting prejudice and violence against LGBTQ individuals (REDRESS, 2022).

In the setting of these laws and associated stigma, many members from the LGBTQ community are denied access to necessary healthcare (Malaw, 2021). In Uganda, there are reports of healthcare workers providing patient information to the state to arrest LGBTQ patients (UK Home Office, 2022). Some patients are beaten in clinics when they seek medical assistance. In Mozambique, medical staff have been reported to chastise and threaten LGBTQ patients (US Department of State, 2019). In some countries, healthcare workers are asked by the state to perform forced anal examinations to provide evidence of homosexual activities. In Uganda, for example, as documented by HRW in 2019, the police carried out two mass arrests for suspected LGBTQ members and forced at least 16 to undergo anal examinations (HRW, Uganda, 2019). The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, The Committee against Torture (CAT) and the UN working Group on Arbitrary Detention have described these medically unnecessary exams as torture and ill-treatment (UNHRC, 2016). These practices can be considered to meet the definition of torture as these states have laws set up to target and punish LGBTQ people based on sexual and gender identity subjecting them to pain and suffering. And health care systems participate in these practices by identifying LGBTQ individuals and performing cruel, unnecessary medical exams that themselves constitute torture and ill-treatment.

4. State violence against asylum seekers

Refugees and asylum seekers are a vulnerable
population with increased risks of experiencing discrimination, violence, and other human rights violations (Amnesty International, 2022). One recent governmental practice against asylum seekers that meets the definition of torture (and arguably crimes against humanity) is that of the forced separation of families seeking asylum at the US southern border that occurred in 2018 (Seville & Rappleve, 2018). As described in a 2020 PHR investigation, in 2018, under the Trump administration, the family separation policy was established to ostensibly deter illegal immigration (PHR, 2020). Under this policy, state officials were authorized to separate children from their parents while deciding whether the parents’ asylum claims were credible. Most adults were held in federal jails or deported, without being informed where their children were held or allowed contact with them (PHR, 2020). More than 5,400 children were separated from their parents over this time period (AP-NBC News, 2022).

PHR clinicians conducted Istanbul Protocol-based medico-legal assessments of 17 adults and nine children who had been separated under the policy for an average of 60-69 days to evaluate the psychological impact that separation had on them and their families (PHR, 2020). At the time of the evaluations, all but one individual had been reunited with their family members. The clinicians found that all individuals examined had symptoms consistent with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), and the majority met criteria for at least one mental health disorder, such as major depression, generalized anxiety disorder, and PTSD that were all linked to the trauma of family separation. Four adults reported cruel, degrading treatment after asking about the whereabouts of their children. PHR found the family separation policy, apart from being cruel and inhumane, also met the definition of torture. The US government intentionally caused severe pain and trauma to families in a discriminatory fashion to intimidate them and deter others from seeking asylum in the US.

In Greece, government border agents have also used violence to deter asylum seekers from even reaching the country’s border. According to a HRW report, asylum seekers attempting to reach the border between Greece and Turkey were fired upon by Greek police officers, soldiers, and special forces agents with tear gas, rubber bullets, and even live bullets (HRW, 2020). One Turkish asylum seeker said he was shot in the leg and there have been unverified claims that at least three Turkish citizens were shot and killed by Greek border agents. Even if asylum seekers reached the border, their safety from state violence was not guaranteed. There have been multiple documented cases of sexual assault by Greek forces on asylum seekers in search and seizure situations. For example, in one case a man told HRW that his wife’s breasts were touched during a search by Greek state agents and when he tried to stop them, they beat him with a metal bat and beat his 2-year-old daughter with a plastic rod. Other cases included asylum seekers being stripped down to their underwear before being forced to swim back across the river to Turkey. As in the case of US border officials, Greek officials intentionally inflicted harm on asylum seekers from Turkey in an attempt to intimidate them, coerce them to leave Greece, and deter others from seeking asylum in Greece.

C. Recommendations for key potential areas of future work for clinicians, health and human rights researchers and advocates to elucidate and help address these abuses.
Marginalized persons are at higher risk of undergoing torture both in carceral settings and in non-carceral settings including in their
own communities. Notably, the UN Committee against Torture has recognized that the Convention imposes a heightened obligation on states parties to protect marginalized persons from such risk (Committee against Torture, 2022). The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture has likewise called on states to “ensure special protection of minority and marginalized groups and individuals as a critical component of the obligation to prevent torture and ill-treatment,” and to interpret the “torture protection framework” with particular reference to human rights norms prohibiting discrimination and protecting vulnerable persons (Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Juan E. Méndez, 2013). As the above examples illustrate, however, there is an urgent need to provide rigorous evidence to underpin efforts to achieve accountability for state actions constituting TCIDT that occurs outside carceral settings and targets individuals living in poverty and other socially marginalized persons.

Clinicians trained in the rigorous documentation of torture and ill-treatment can play a critically important role in such efforts. As the World Medical Association (WMA) declared in a 2007 resolution:

*The careful and consistent documentation and denunciation of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment by physicians contributes to the human rights of the victims and to the protection of their physical and mental integrity. The absence of documentation and denunciation of these acts may be considered as a form of tolerance thereof* (The World Medical Association, 2022).

The introduction and wide international acceptance of the Istanbul Protocol (IP) has led to IP-trained clinicians worldwide who conduct IP-based medico-legal evaluations. Their medico-legal affidavits have enhanced efforts to achieve accountability for the perpetration of torture in carceral settings and accountability for sexual and gender-based violence as a form of torture (UN CEDAW, 2017). And IP medico-legal affidavits have significantly increased the success of asylum-seeker claims for asylum, in the United States increasing success rates up to three times more than if there is no such corroboration (Atkinson et al, 2021).

Rigorous IP-based medical documentation outside of carceral settings can similarly increase public awareness of the physical and psychological sequelae of state acts such as those highlighted in this paper and to a better understanding of how these acts can also constitute torture. Moreover, IP-trained clinicians can partner with lawyers and human rights experts in strategic litigation and in advocacy denouncing such acts as torture and ill-treatment, seeking to hold perpetrators accountable, and informing legislation and other measures to prevent future human rights violations. A good example of such a partnership can be seen in current efforts to seek accountability and reparations in the United States for those parents and children who suffered from forced separation at the hands of US government border.

More broadly, in line with clinicians’ ethical and professional obligations, front-line clinicians who in the course of caring for patients identify that a patient has experienced such abuse should seek informed consent from that patient to make a report or file a complaint to competent, local, national or international entities for further investigation. Toward that aim, especially in countries in which there are credible reports of both carceral and extra-carceral acts of torture and ill-treatment,
it is critically important that physicians and other clinicians who provide health care for vulnerable patients receive training in several key areas. The first is in the identification of different methods of TCIDT and their potential sequelae. The second is in the assessment and documentation of signs and symptoms of torture or ill-treatment in medical records, including correlation between the alleged abuse and the clinical findings. Such high-quality medical documentation can then effectively be used as evidence in later legal or administrative proceedings.

Moreover, many of these state violations affect not only directly targeted individuals but other members of their community. There is a dearth of epidemiological data on the psychological harms of the types of TCIDT noted in this paper, which are often used as means of social control and to terrorize or intimidate others in the same population. Systematic population-based surveys are needed to rigorously examine the broader health impacts on those indirectly involved in the community. The injuries from TCIDT are compounded by the same conditions that make torture more likely to be perpetrated on some populations more than others: poverty and other forms of marginalization that increase vulnerability to illness and disability. Survivors of these state acts often lack access to medical and psychological care. It is critical that there be health care workforce well-trained to recognize and treat health harms from TCIDT and to rigorously document evidence of these harms.

As part of efforts to build just societies and systems in which torture and other forms of ill treatment never occur, we must examine in depth ways in which state practices outside carceral settings, such as the few examples we briefly delineated here, may also constitute TCIDT. Clinicians, legal experts, and other anti-torture advocates should work together to rigorously document, call attention to, and mobilize to achieve accountability for and prevent such practices.
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